The Teaching Excellence Hub (TEH) provides professional development resources for those teaching engineering, computing, and technology at the university level. TEH contains curated content, articles with an emphasis on current developments and best practices in engineering, computing and technology, and access to live and on-demand events. Explore content written and curated by academic experts from around the world.

Learn more and stay up to date with the latest from the Teaching Excellence Hub. Do you have content that can be featured and shared on the Teaching Excellence Hub? Submit it today!

Target Audience:
- University Faculty
- Graduate Students
- Engineering Education Administrators
- Engineering, Computing, and Technology Department Heads

Visitors will learn:
- About the range and availability of the many resources of the TEH and how they can be used
- How the TEH connects faculty to vetted and trusted resources so that they can be put into immediate practice
- How faculty members can get involved and contribute to the TEH

Visit the Teaching Excellence Hub Today. teaching.ieee.org